
Eliminate Data Blind Spots That are 
Preventing You from Getting to Know 
Your Supporters 

In today’s social and mobile world, new channels for engaging 

your supporters are coming available nearly every day. This 

creates endless opportunities for your organization to collect 

valuable data about your supporters, get to know them, and 

deliver messages that are relevant and timely. After all, how 

effective can your fundraising efforts truly be without a complete 

view of your supporters?

However, it’s nearly impossible to derive value from this 

overabundance of data since it often lives in multiple systems, 

spreadsheets, or databases. Without integration, the inevitable 

data ‘blind spots’ will prevent your nonprofit from delivering the 

personalized experience that supporters have come to expect 

in this digital world. But it doesn’t stop there. The data must be 

clean – free of duplicates and errors – before it’s integrated to 

ensure you aren’t dumping dirty data back into your system of 

record. 

Omatic Cloud
Creating Clarity and Connections 
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“Omatic Software 
improves our efficiency 
and our time on very 
tedious data entry. The 
less time that takes up 
the more time we have 
to be creative about 
how we are reaching our 
donors and how their 
gift is making an impact 
across the globe.”

ELLEN SMITH
Director of Donor Relations,
Conservation International 
Foundation



Introducing Omatic Cloud
Omatic Cloud is the only integration platform built exclusively for nonprofits. We understand the unique 

challenges that nonprofit organizations face when it comes to integrating systems and bringing quality 

data into their system of record. Imagine a world where you can integrate information from any file 

or system, run a health check on your data to avoid duplicates and errors, and store all information 

about your supporters in one place. With this single view of your constituents, your organization is 

able to deliver an awesome experience that is relevant, personalized, and consistent with your brand 

promise. Plus, Omatic Cloud is system agnostic, so you are free to use the technology that best suits 

your organization’s needs without the headache of manually importing and exporting data – or worse, 

not centralizing it at all. 

With Omatic Cloud You Can: 
• Break down data silos with a centralized database 

• Integrate systems with a single, easy-to-use platform 

• Eliminate manual data entry from one source to another 

• Clean and standardize data at the time of integration 

• Create a personalized journey for each supporter
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